
FarmaTrust’s Cell and Gene Therapy (CGT) tracking solution using a Blockchain 
 
FarmaTrust have built a comprehensive, future-proof provenance solution for CGT, that will 
grow with your business from the early days on bench, through to scaling and 
commercialisation. It uses blockchain to create a fully digitised service resulting in an efficient, 
transparent and immutable chain of identity, custody, condition and diagnostic with full 
auditable records. It addresses the compliance burden, reduces cost and ensures security 
while enabling meaningful cooperation between competing entities in an ecosystem where 
more needs to be done with less! 
 
FarmaTrust’s blockchain solution is able to track chain of identity, custody, condition and 
diagnostic for autologous cell therapies. It ensures transparency for regulators, border 
controls, enables efficiencies, reduces HIPAA/GDPR compliance requirements for vein to vein 
tracking, eliminates the current paper documentation and is ultimately more secure due to the 
digital cryptography.  
 
The solution will flag mistakes in custody and identify real time logistics/manufacturing failures 
(temperature, time and tilt excursions) to all key stakeholders - thereby ensuring that 
immediate corrective actions may be taken by those managing QA/QC processes. Ultimately, 
we ensure flawless therapy delivery to achieve the best possible patient outcome. 
 

 
 
The Farmatrust solution can also meet the demands of allogeneic and other advance therapy 
medicinal products (ATMPs), and can be configured to meet the exacting requirements of 
each and every therapy. 



 
 
Furthermore, the sooner you start with a blockchain based ledger of your digitised data assets, 
the more useful and valuable it becomes to enable the growth of your company. It will be a 
differentiator from other data models (i.e. cloud) and provide an invaluable source of 
continuous data to inform the evolution of your therapy’s logistics and operational efficiency, 
and also an immutable and readily available ledger of all the key data points for current and 
future investors/supporters of your organisation to review as and when needed. Our solution 
can be up and running, using mobile apps for those still on bench. It will grow and evolve with 
you and start to address the ever-increasing complexity of scaling logistics and operations 
specifically for your therapy in terms of end stage clinical and commercial launch. 
 
We have ensured that our approach is Manufacturing Execution System (MES) agnostic and 
will integrate with the one of your choice, thereby enabling Electronic Batch Records (EBR), 
bringing your therapy one step closer to release by exception manufacturing standards. 
 
The future of ATMP logistics and manufacturing will only get more complex, with several areas 
of divergence, as compared to traditional pharma. FarmaTrust solution for ATMPs will address 
key areas such as: 

● Decentralising the manufacturing process to take these new therapies closer to the 
patient. Tracking of quality will be key to optimise patient therapy at numerous localised 
manufacturing and administration sites (for the UK this may well be within an NHS 
Trust) 

● Upstream, just in time manufacturing supply model with limited suppliers (one of which 
includes the patient for autologous). Unlike small molecules in pharma, there will be 
limited opportunity to build reserves or contingency stock due to time constraints from 
a patient perspective, stability of the raw materials, heterogeneity of the therapy itself, 
cost prohibitive, etc. Quality tracking will be a key component to achieve GMP to 
enable release by a QP 



● The inevitable increase in number of patient treatments being manufactured at multiple 
facilities concurrently. The consequences of a mix up would be catastrophic for all 
concerned, especially for the patient. 

● Real time demand management analytics of the immutable distributed data ledger for 
therapies is a key capability for upstream management of supply, but also to inform 
physicians and patients, so that they may prioritise accordingly. More advanced 
analytics will move from predictive to prescriptive modelling of the entire operation to 
identify bottlenecks and offer solutions to address them, thereby further increasing 
efficiency 

● The decision to either fully integrate vertically, fully contract out, or somewhere in 
between. Inherent to distributed ledger technology (DLT), is the fundamental ability for 
all parties to collaborate in a secure environment. Contracting out raises the risk of 
maintaining quality. CMOs and CROs will have the ability to be “on chain”, which will 
mean all of the key data points are visible, immutable and available in real time for all 
to scrutinise and analyse. 

 
FarmaTrust have accumulated significant knowledge and acquired the requisite skill base for 
the smart and connected logistics supply chain that these ATMPs demand for a digitised 
healthcare agenda. FarmaTrust can help you benefit from this experience and knowledge. 
 
Some of the many benefits our solution provides are: 
 

● A foundational system that is interoperable with the multitude of hardware and software 
systems which are used in many healthcare settings around the world, including the 
NHS. Ensuring data integrity between the various systems, scanners and data input 
devices without having to make substantial integration changes 

● Creating efficiencies through automating payment processes, regulatory reporting, 
compliance and audit 

● Stage gate management for CGT resource planning and capacity utilisation via smart 
contracts in the blockchain - eg no apheresis (cell extraction) to commence because 
of capacity issues - system will not let you scan a patient in until it can see all stage 
gates can be achieved on or under time. With treatments that cost 6 figures per single 
treatment, failure to deliver and manufacture accurately and on time is not an option 
for patients that are so unwell. As patient numbers increase the complexity will only 
increase and legacy paper/cloud-based systems will struggle to cope. 

● By providing a truly connected and smart data collection system across the multiple 
stakeholders to benefit the research teams, NHS, regulators and ultimately patients 

● By providing a real alternative way to do things differently to the traditional legacy 
cloud-based technologies that will start to struggle with the increasingly connected and 
interoperable digital future of healthcare and medicines/devices 

● By leveraging the innate properties of blockchain to enable effective co-operation 
between competing CGT manufacturers 

● Enabling future readiness for a world that moves from the current increasingly resource 
hungry and inefficient supply chain model to a decentralised efficient (on) demand 
driven chain reality! 

 



 
 
 
Our solution will: 
 

● Develop an effective and robust CGT supply chain solution for any research team 
involved in CGT development looking to scale and commercialise, once their ATMP is 
approved for real world use by regulators. 

● Expose and eliminate inconsistencies and errors, thereby give therapy quality 
assurance to researchers developing these treatments and ultimately patients involved 
in the trials 

● Have the potential to remove product loss completely from the high value ATMP supply 
chain 

● Support an outcome-based value proposition for precision medicine and high value 
therapies based on blockchain smart contracts for the payers of these ATMPs 

● Be interoperable with blockchain advances, incumbent cloud technology providers and 
the latest IoT sensors – less money spent on technology integration and therefore 
more spent and focussed on patient care 

● Leverage machine learning for data analytics which provides predictive and 
prescriptive insights to allow greater efficiency, cost saving and demand planning for 
supply logistics 

 
FarmaTrust key achievements: 
 

● Operational blockchain based autologous tracking solution created through a 
commercial partnership with a German CGT solution provider. 

● FDA Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) ready small molecule tracking together 
with T-systems and Systech. Systech white label and market our linear small molecule 
and vaccines supply chain solution in the US, Europe and some of Asia.  

● Farmatrust are a key member of the consortium for the FDA pilot called the Optimal 
Solution to address the requirements of the DSCSA - commenced May 2019 

● FarmaTrust are running a key pilot for McKesson UK for small molecule tracking - 
commenced April 2019 

● We have a consortium in place for an Innovate UK Smart grant call that we have 
applied for in April 2019. This is to address the shortcomings identified by the Carter 
Review for Phlebotomy Services in NHS England. We are leveraging our CGT 
blockchain solution to address the challenges identified for blood services in the NHS 



● We have completed a feasibility study for the Mongolian Govt. We will be running a 
stand-alone pilot in a province of Mongolia as commissioned by their Govt – this will 
be our small molecule linear track and trace solution 

 
Contact Najib Rehman for a demonstration. 


